Gain Customer Trust by Protecting Their Boiler

When a homeowner decides to trust you with their hydronic heating equipment, you want to leave them feeling confident in their purchase and their install. PurePro® has added new products to their offering that will benefit both you and your customer.

Hydro Separator 5-in-1

The multi-function Hydro Separator 5-in-1 saves on system installation and maintenance costs with five high performance functions combined into one device:

1. Hydraulic separation
2. Micro-Bubble coalescing air separation
3. Coalescing dirt separation
4. Magnetic separation
5. Tridicator for temperature and pressure reading

The space saving design combines true hydraulic separation, high-efficiency air and magnetic dirt removal along with an easy-to-read system temperature and pressure gauge.

Stainless steel coalescing media allows micro-bubbles to collect and coalesce for efficient air separation and dirt removal. It is able to collect both magnetic and non-magnetic particles down to five microns. This, accompanied by the powerful neodymium rare-earth magnet probe which attracts ferrous material for ECM circulator pump and heat exchanger protection, will give customer confidence in the clean inner workings of their equipment.

Boiler Chemicals

While equipment accessories like the 5-in-1 set the customer up for success, PurePro also offers preventative and cleaning chemicals for an added layer of protection.

Hydronic Boiler Inhibitor protects against both system corrosion and limescale deposition in turn maintaining system efficiency. It is formulated to provide consistent protection at 0.5% by volume. The inhibitor is sold in a variety of sizes including a 10.14 fl oz quick dose canister that will treat a 26.4 gallon system in only 20 seconds.

Hydronic Boiler Cleaner is specially designed to remove hydronic boiler sludge and debris, while protecting vulnerable system metals during cleaning. It is formulated to clean a typical 26.4-gallon system and conveniently comes in a 16.9 fl oz and a 10.14 fl oz quick dose option.

Both chemicals are suitable for all water types and are for use with all metals used in hydronic boiler systems.

UEI Test Instruments Bonus Buy

Get a FREE CD100A combustion leak detector instantly when you purchase qualifying products from UEI.*

*Qualifying purchases include one C165KIT or two C162 Combustion Analyzers.

Conquer the Cold Oil Furnace Event

Earn a customized vest when you buy TWO qualifying oil furnaces from Airco, Regal, Regal Star, or Thermo Pride.

PLUS get 1,000 BONUS Webb Rewards Points!

Go Tankless with Bradford White

Earn a $100 AMEX Gift Card for every Infiniti® K Series Tankless Condensing Gas Water Heater purchased.

PLUS get DOUBLE Webb Rewards Points!

For more details on current promotions go to fwwebb.com/promotions.
Hydro Separator 5-in-1
Multi-function device saves on system installation and maintenance costs with five high performance functions:
- Hydraulic separation
- Micro-bubble coalescing air separation
- Coalescing dirt separation
- Magnetic separation
- Tridicator (temperature and pressure reading)

Product Highlights

Chemical Treatment Pack
Includes:
- 1 x Information Guide
- 1 x 10.14 fl oz Quick Dose Hydronic Boiler Inhibitor
- 1 x 10.14 fl oz Quick Dose Hydronic Boiler Cleaner
- 1 x Magneti Test Stick
- 2 x Inhibitor Test Strips
- 2 x pH Test Strips

Pro1 Thermostats
- High quality, professional grade
- Full range of thermostats available for any application

PowerStor SS Indirect Water Heater
- Stainless steel tank and heat exchanger
- Single wall 1" O.D. stainless steel coil
- 2" Non-CFC foam insulation
- AHRI Certified

Exalt Heat and Hot Water Combi Boiler
- Market leading Elite warranty program includes up to 6 yr. parts, 3 yr. labor & 12 yr. heat exchanger (conditions apply)
- Stainless steel fire tube heat exchanger
- Quick-dose system inhibitor/protector included
- Control displays plain text
- Available in 155 and 199 MBH

Propane Tank Heaters
- Simply connect to a 20# LP tank for instant infrared heat

Jobsite Heaters
- Heavy duty convection construction heaters
- Convenient and easy to set up with propane gas hookup

Updating Restrooms to Touch-Free

HyTronic® Limited Edition Touchless Faucet
The most durable and dependable touchless faucet you can buy.
- Easy to service – all above deck components
- Easy to install & maintain – batteries last up to 3 years and deliver 200,000 activations
- Black accent highlights sensor window
- Easy to adjust with optional Commander™ handheld programming unit

Commander Handheld Programming Unit
- Programming unit maintains and monitors faucets
- 5 running modes
- Hygiene Flush
- Tracks usage

Intelli-Flush Wall Sensor
- Enables touchless, electronic sensor operation of existing FLUSHMATE units
- Reduces the spread of bacteria and recurring odors
- Adds the convenience of automatic, no-touch operation
- Battery activated

Get these products and much more at over 90 F.W. Webb locations across the Northeast. See fwwebb.com/locations.